
Outdoor living activities such as in the "High Mountains", making paper from recycling and games in the
amusement park, water experiments, soil life and natural revegetation in the burnt forest field (on School

land) and a workshop on ceramic art complete our program for children of these ages.
 

2023

Our activities continue to be strongly experiential and in tune with global
environmental principles such as sustainable farming practices, the need to

reduce food waste, recycling of materials, circular economy, climate change.

Our greatest asset and tool continues to be our educational
farm and production infrastructure. 3 age-thematic levels

The five days of our younger children's programme will be dedicated to exploring the farm and its natural and
nutritional richness. Tours, observation, experimental workshops, cooking and visual creations about the

chickens and their eggs, our new educational beehive, our cows and their milk, the vineyard, the orchards and
the grain field make up a week-long project about the importance of a balanced diet and reducing food waste.

Water consumption management and cool games with it, games in the Recycling Park, soil exploration and
Natural Revegetation workshops in the AFS field, a workshop with clay, outdoor games based on the forest

and creations with the presence of food in art, complete the programme of the remaining five days.

Exploring the farm and its products, we will discover the food cycle through hands-on workshops. Our
activities will be based on the herd of cows with their calves, the new beehive, the small herd of chickens

and our large poultry farm, the vegetable gardens, the orchards and the school's granary. Days full of tours,
cooking delicious meals, crafts and lots of games. 

For one week we will "sail" with our older children's groups on the rivers of Europe with stops in
five selected countries. A journey dedicated to the geography of cultures and flavours!

A two-day entrepreneurship project to recover wasted food. With the children's ideas and
imagination we will use 2nd grade products for a good cause.

Our teams will study the soil and the life it holds, undertake a natural revegetation mission
on the burnt hill at the School, build impressive houses with natural building materials and

create their own ceramic objects. 
A three-day program, exclusively experiential!
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